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THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAY TO REDUCE ELECTRICITY COSTS in Ontario is by
Ontario’s
Electricity
Options:
continuing to invest in energy
efficiency and importing
low-cost water power from
Quebec. Pursuing these options could result in real bill reductions given that
AtheyCost
Comparison
are 40 to 87%
lower cost than the cost of continuing to run and rebuild aging
nuclear reactors.
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Fig. 1: Cost comparison of Ontario’s electricity options (see page 8 for references)
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UPDATE
Wind and solar prices
continue to plummet.
Between 2018 and 2019,
the Government of Alberta
purchased wind and solar
power for 3.9 and 4.8 cents
per kWh respectively.
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Despite the availability of lower-cost options, Ontario’s former Liberal
Government made three major commitments to high-cost nuclear power:
1. Extending the life of the 47-year-old Pickering Nuclear Station to 2024;
2. Re-building the Darlington Nuclear Station; and
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3. Re-buildng the Bruce Nuclear ONTARIO’S
Station. ELECTRICITY OPTIONS: A COST COMPARISON – ONTARIO CLEAN AIR ALLIANCE RESEARCH 1
This report analyses the potential for Premier Ford to lower our electricity costs
by fully or partially rescinding one or more of the previous Government’s costly
nuclear commitments.
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Option #1: Close the Pickering Nuclear Station
According to the Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters, the Pickering Nuclear
Station’s performance is “persistently abysmal …by any objective measure.”1

Option 1:
Save
$1.1 - $1.4
billion
per year

As even Ontario Power Generation has admitted, Pickering’s operating costs are
higher than those of any other nuclear station in North America.2
In 2019 Pickering’s operating costs will be 9.2 cents per kWh.3 In contrast, in
2017, Ontario imported water power from Quebec at an average price of 2.2
cents per kWh.4
Approximately half of Pickering’s output is surplus to Ontario’s needs and is
exported5 to the U.S. at a financial loss.6 Specifically, during many hours of the
year (e.g., at night and on weekends) Ontario’s nuclear reactors produce more
electricity than is consumed in Ontario. Since the inflexible Pickering and Darlington nuclear reactors cannot lower their output during off-peak hours, we are
required to export our surplus nuclear generation to the U.S. These exports are
typically sold at prices that are below the cost of production. In fact, in 2016,
during 23% of the hours of the year we “sold” our electricity to U.S. customers
at a price equal to zero or less (i.e., we often paid our American neighbours to
consume our surplus power).7
By closing Pickering, we can avoid the loss of $737 million per year on
money-losing electricity export sales.8
Obviously, if we close Pickering, we will have to find an alternative source
of supply for electricity generated by the plant that is actually consumed in
Ontario (approximately 10 billion kWh per year). As Figure 1 indicates, the
cost of Quebec water power is approximately 50 to 75% lower than Pickering’s
operating costs. As a result, by importing Quebec water power, to displace
Pickering’s output used in Ontario, we can save an additional $407 million to
$679 million per year.9
Therefore, our total annual savings from closing the Pickering Nuclear
Station would be $1.1 billion to $1.4 billion per year.
Do we have enough transmission capacity?
The Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) has stated that our existing
transmission network allows us to import 16.5 to 18.5 billion kWh per year from
Quebec.10 This is sufficient to completely replace all of Pickering’s generation
that is actually consumed in Ontario (approximately 10 billion kWh per year).
Does Quebec have enough power to replace Pickering?
Hydro Quebec has a huge electricity surplus and is actively seeking new markets for its power.11 In 2017, Hydro Quebec exported 34.9 billion kWh of electricity.12 According to the Quebec Energy Commission, Hydro Quebec’s supply
of surplus electricity available for export will rise to 41.1 billion kWh by 2022.13
This is equivalent to 30% of Ontario’s total annual electricity consumption.
Quebec’s electricity consumption per person is the highest in the world.14 As a
consequence, Quebec could export even more low-cost water power by investing
in low-cost energy efficiency measures, which would reduce the electricity bills
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of its domestic customers and free up even more of its existing heritage water
power capacity for export.
According to Professor Pierre-Olivier Pineau of the University of Montreal, costeffective energy efficiency investments could increase Quebec’s export potential by roughly an additional 30 billion kWh per year.15
Quebec’s surplus power is available for export during at least 99% of the hours
of the year.16 During some very cold hours of the year, when Quebec may not
have surplus power available for export, Ontario can use its gas-fired power
plants for back-up. And while water power may require gas back-up during 1%
of the hours of the year, the Pickering Nuclear Station requires gas back-up during the 30% of the hours of the year when it is offline for maintenance.17

Option #2: Cancel the Darlington Re-Build
Currently, Ontario Power Generation (OPG) is re-building one of Darlington’s four
aging nuclear reactors.
OPG’s price for nuclear electricity is currently 9 cents per kWh.18 But, according to OPG, its price of nuclear power must rise to 16.5 cents per kWh by 2025
to pay for the re-building of all four of Darlington’s reactors.19

Option 2:
Save
$2.1 - $2.3
billion
per year

In June 2017, Hydro Quebec offered to sell Ontario 8 billion kWh per year for 20
years at a price of 6.12 cents per kWh.20 The Government of Ontario refused to
accept this offer despite the fact that in August 2017 Hydro Quebec lowered its
proposed price to 5 cents per kWh.21
By importing Quebec water power at a price of 5 to 6.12 cents per kWh and
cancelling the re-building of three of Darlington’s reactors, Ontario could
reduce its electricity generation costs by up to $2.1 billion to $2.3 billion per
year.21b
Obtaining Additional Transmission Capacity with Quebec
If Ontario wishes to use Quebec power to displace the output of both the Pickering and Darlington reactors, our interconnection capacity with Quebec will need
to be expanded.
Hydro One is investing $24.4 million to increase its ability to import power from
Quebec by 1,650 megawatts (MW) at the time of the Ontario’s annual peak
demand. This upgrade will be completed by December 2022.23
According to the Independent Electricity System Operator, Hydro One could
increase its ability to import power from Quebec by an additional 2,000 MW by
building a new 20 km transmission line in the Ottawa area.24
Does Quebec have enough power to replace Pickering and three Darlington reactors?
We would need to import approximately 30 billion kWh of electricity from
Quebec to replace the output of Pickering and three of the Darlington reactors.
This would be equivalent to 82% of Hydro Quebec’s total exports in 2018.24b
The good news is that Quebec has a huge untapped potential of low cost wind
energy that could be developed to meet Ontario’s electricity needs. Further-
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more, Hydro Quebec can use its water reservoirs (like a giant battery) to convert
intermittent wind energy into a firm 24/7 baseload source of supply for Ontario.
Specifically, Hydro Quebec has the potential to produce approximately 300 billion kWh of baseload wind power per year at a cost of approximately 6 cents per
kWh or less.25
Timing

Option 3:
Save
$3.7 billion
per year

By cancelling the re-build of three of Darlington’s four reactors, the Government
can avoid the need for OPG to raise its price of nuclear power to 16.5 cents
per kWh by 2025. These three non-re-built reactors, which are 25 to 26 years
old, could continue to operate until the transmission links between Ontario and
Quebec are upgraded to permit increased imports.

Option #3: Cancel the Bruce Re-Build
In December 2015, the Government of Ontario signed a 49-year contract with
Bruce Power to finance the re-building of six of its eight nuclear reactors. These
re-builds are scheduled to commence in 2020 and be completed by 2033.27
In 2019, Bruce Power’s price for its nuclear electricity was 7.9 cents per kWh.28
Both Bruce Power and the IESO have refused to publicly reveal the annual price
increases that Bruce Power will receive to finance the re-building of six nuclear
reactors.
Off Ramps
The Bruce Re-Build Contract has the following “off-ramps” that can be triggered
by the Government of Ontario to cancel the contract.
1. If Bruce Power’s “Final Cost Estimate” for a reactor re-build is greater than
the Government’s “Cost Threshold,” the Government can elect to not proceed with the re-build.29 Bruce Power must submit its “Final Cost Estimate”
for its first reactor re-build to the Government by Oct. 1, 2018.30
2. Before the third reactor re-build commences, the Government can cancel
the re-building of the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th reactors if there is no longer a
need for the re-builds (e.g., due to falling electricity demand) or if there are
more economic alternatives.31
3. The Province can trigger the off ramps for the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th reactor
re-builds by investing in energy efficiency and buying renewable electricity
from Quebec.
Increasing our Energy Efficiency to Lower our Electricity Bills by $1 Billion
According to a report prepared for the IESO, Ontario has a huge untapped, but
readily achievable energy efficiency potential. Specifically, by ramping up our
energy efficiency programs we can cost-effectively reduce our electricity use by
29 billion kWh of electricity per year by 2035 and lower our electricity bills by
$1 billion.32 These annual electricity savings could eliminate the need for
78% of the annual output of the six Bruce reactors that are scheduled to be
re-built.33
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Quebec Wind Power
As we have already noted, Hydro Quebec can supply firm baseload wind energy
to Ontario at a lower cost than re-building six of Bruce Power’s aging reactors,
the price of which will probably double to 16 cents per kWh or more during the
next 10 years. Savings could exceed $3.7 billion per year.34

Conclusions & Recommendations
Our analysis shows that the Government of Ontario can lower our electricity
costs by billions of dollars per year by closing the Pickering Nuclear Station and
cancelling the re-building of some or all of the proposed reactor re-builds at the
Darlington and Bruce Nuclear Stations. Premier Ford has said that he wants to
review all of Ontario’s existing electricity contracts and wants to reduce electricity prices by an additional 12%. As part of its review, the Government should
direct the Independent Electricity System Operator to:
4. Quantify the potential electricity cost savings that would be realized by buying Quebec water power and closing the Pickering Nuclear Station.
5. Quantify the potential electricity cost savings that could be realized by cancelling the proposed re-building of three of Darlington’s four aging nuclear
reactors and replacing their power with Quebec water and/or wind power
(while continuing to operate the reactors until the transmission upgrades
have been completed).
6. Publish its forecast of the annual price of Bruce Power’s electricity for each
year until 2064 if Bruce is permitted to proceed with the re-building of six of
its nuclear reactors.
7. Quantify the potential electricity cost savings that could be realized by investing in energy efficiency and buying Quebec water and/or wind power to
avoid the need for four to six of the proposed Bruce reactor re-builds.
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